Year 3/4
Numeracy
We are partitioning, ordering,
adding and subtracting
numbers and
learning what each digit
represents.

Science
This term we
are learning
about teeth and
digestion. We
will be learning
about the
names of teeth,
parts of a tooth,
keeping teeth
healthy, teeth in the Egyptian
times, and digestion. We will be
doing a wide range of activities
including practical experiments
and our own research into the
topic.

Literacy

We are currently
enjoying reading
‘Flat Stanley: The
Great Egyptian
The children will continue to
improve their mental mathematics Grave Robbery.’
strategies through weekly
We will be rewriting parts of the story
mental maths
in the 1st person and writing
activities.
instructions and explanation texts
We will also
based on this text.
be LOOKING AT
IMPROVING
TIMES TABLE
SKILLS BY
Following the
TT ROCK STARS
Programme.

ICT

History

Geography

We will learn about the

We will look at where
Egypt is in
the world,
and spend
time studying
the largest
river in the
world that
runs through
Egypt: The
Nile.

Ancient Egyptians,
including their way of
life, their traditions,

Our unit of work is entitled W e are
HTML editors. We will be able to
understand computer networks including
the internet; how they can provide multiple services,
such as the world
wide web; and
the opportunities
they offer for
communication
and collaboration.

their culture and their

Design and technology

this year.

role in history.

Music
As year 3 will be

Art

swimming, year 4 will
be having the extra

As part of our Ancient Egypt
topic, we will explore the
famous sarcophaguses, and
will create our own designs.
We will then use our
designs to construct
a sarcophagus
using
clay.

opportunity to learn
how to play a violin

As part of the Ancient Egypt topic,
we will be cooking Egyptian food and
we will consider the structure of
Egyptian pyramids.

RE
We will listen to religious stories and
teachings about the environment and
identify their impact on behaviour.
PE

FRENCH
This term we will be improving our
French conversational skills—our
themes will be travel and weather.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Every week your child has spellings to learn .
In addition to spellings and reading regularly
(e.g. 10 minutes, five times weekly with a
brief comment in the reading diary each
time) a piece of either Maths or English
homework is given out on a Friday and is due
in the following Wednesday. Wherever
possible, encourage your child to attempt the
task independently, then check it. Thank you.

Class N 3/4 have PE Friday afternoons
whilst J3/4 have PE on Tuesdays. H
3/4 will have PE on Thursday
afternoons. In addition, Y3 will go
swimming on Wednesday mornings
whilst all of Y4 will be doing their
second PE session. Our themes are
Boot Camp and Multi-skills.

